Elm Class Weekly News –20.9.2021- 24.9.21
It’s been another busy
week in Elm class and
unfortunately, we’ve
been missing a few faces
too. Sending get well
wishes to all those off
school

Amazing
work in our
PE this week!

Learning is fun!

Attention Autism - Rainbows

Outdoor exploring and
fun!

REMINDERS–
Thank you to those who have sent in money for class, if you haven’t yet done so please can we ask for
a contribution. We kindly ask for £2 per half term from each child. This not only pays for snacks but
also the messy play resources we need to replenish each week. As you can imagine this can be quite
costly so we would very much appreciate the donation towards this.
Feel free to contact either of us on the school phone number/school email and one of us will get back to
you ASAP.
This is our new class email elm@acorns.lancs.sch.uk please use this for correspondence to ensure
neither of us miss messages and we can ensure good communication via home & school.

We have had a lovely week in Elm class this week and enjoyed lots of lovely activities.
The children continue to work super duper hard and are amazing us with the progress
they are making day by day!
This week we have enjoyed two attention Autism sessions – first one was based on
rainbows – the children loved watching the coloured scarf and were very engaged
throughout the session. The second was Autumn themed – paint splattering autumnal
colours to create our very own autumn tree!
We have enjoyed lots of outdoor provision this week – the pupils particularly enjoyed the
leaves on the parachute and exploring in our forest school area! They made wonderful leaf
hats to wear.
They did a brilliant fun with food session this week exploring lemons! We looked through
magnifying glasses at the inside of lemons, smelt them, touched them, some of use
tasted/licked them! We also had lots of lemony treats to try! Hafiza loved the lemon
water – it smelt delicious! We also create some lovely artwork using the lemons!
We enjoyed our leaf hunt story and have ben on a welly walk around the local park looking
for natural objects and coloured leaves – just like the story!
In PE the children did super, they did wonderful dressing before and after – trying very
hard to be independent – they made a line, joined in and waited patiently for their turn on
the apparatus – absolutely amazing! Some of the children have had massage sessions,
footspas and tac pac (sensory based body awareness)
We hope you have a lovely weekend
From all of the Elm Class Team

Fun with food

